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CITY COMMUNITIES SUB-COMMITTEE 

MEETING 6 – Monday 31st October 2016 
UNCONFIRMED MINUTES 

 
 
 
 
 

Key Points 
 

• Presentation and demonstration of CityNav of the MapsIndoors project. The app has a wide scope for use. It was 
discussed it would be useful for accessibility needs. To manage possible less interaction with Student 
Ambassadors it was suggested their focus could be to actively engage with new students.  
 

• Verbal report on the Student Communications Project. Provided an overview of the research and findings so far. 
It will be useful for staff to have guidance on how best to use communications platforms and how this should be 
presented to students. It was discussed the need to manage; improving student experience with preparing 
students with a professional skill set and receiving information with managing associated stress.  

 
• Presentation on the results of the Segmentation Project. The use of these results was discussed, it was 

recognized it would be beneficial to enquire with Redbrick and other institutions how they have used this 
information to feed into developments.   

 
• Verbal update and presentation on Sport’s new focus and direction embeds sport, physical activity and wellness 

into City. Sports mascot launch in January which will be a wolf to represent City as a wolf pack. It is highlighted 
that this committee could take forward proposals relating to Varsity and transport issues for funding as a 
project.  
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Item 
1.  Welcome, introduction and apologies  

Introductions and those in attendance of note or their first meeting of this committee: 
• Sophie Cutforth (Student Experience Administrator), will be attending future meetings as Secretary 

to the committee.  
• Chris Clements (Transformation Programme) attending for item 5.  
• Karima El-Haddad (Project Manager, IT) attending for item 6.  

 
Apologies noted. 

 
2.  Minutes  

The minutes from the previous meeting were approved. 

3.  Matters Arising  

The action log has been updated from the previous meeting. All actions were either completed or updates 
would be provided at future meetings. 

4.  Terms of Reference  

 
These are new Terms of Reference (ToR) for this year which will be submitted to Education & Student 
Committee in November, the Chair asked the committee members for their views on the new ToR.  
Shereen Sally provided a brief on the new ToR format which have been updated to align with other sub-
committees, this is beneficial to align and clarify the aims of the committees. The Chair highlights that the 
role of members includes nominating a representative if they are unable to attend. The Chair asks members 
to think about who can deputize on their behalf if they cannot attend.  
 
New ToR were noted and approved. 
 

5.  Student Communications Update  

Chris Clements provided a verbal update on the student communications project as part of the 
Transformation Programme. Briefed the committee on the over view of the project, aims, findings so far 
and chance to highlight priorities.  
 
The project was initiated after the launch of the Student Portal. It is being developed by looking at the 
student perspective of communications throughout their student journey. The research started over the 
summer looking at various areas, such as trends in communications. The overview of the communication 
background for the general student population shows an emphasis on phone communication rather than 
email which confirms that communication platforms are changing very rapidly. The project mapped out the 
student journey to gain student perspectives starting with new students who arrived and their views on the 
communications they receive by using focus groups. The project has also been reviewing 7/8 other 
university’s and how they manage their communications and resourcing for example, the role of Student 
Communication Managers and what their objectives are. 
 
The project has now moved into work on the student journey involving City staff on how they communicate 
with students and the messages they are trying to deliver. The focus groups conducted when students had 
just started at City revealed students felt they did receive all the information they needed at the time. 
However, when the same students were asked this once they had started their course they felt on reflection 
they could have actually used some more information, this outcome differs to assumptions made about 
information provided prior to student arrival.  The information students want the most pre-arrival is their 
timetables, course content and specifics of their course, rather than receiving lots of information on extra-
curricular activities. Students also indicated they felt they did not receive much information on student 



 
 

finance.  
 
At this stage an email exercise is being conducted where students are forwarding on every email they 
receive from the University and rank these emails on how likely they were to engage with it. This is to 
achieve a student view point on communications and map out communication channels leading to 
recommendations for next stage of project and developing guidance for staff e.g. emails as a tool (it is 
recognized that there is often frustration that students are not reading information sent so the team can 
produce guidance on how to utilize emails as communication tools). Conclusions from this are expected in 
January and February 2017 to develop a strategy from March 2017.  
 
Whether students use their City or personal email account depends on the student, some keep their email 
accounts separate and some students merge them, however this does not make much difference as the 
accounts are usually set up on students’ phones so they receive all emails. It is questioned whether City 
should provide training or guidance on the use of emails as it is important for students to utilize as it is likely 
they will require it as a work tool in employment. It is also highlighted that it is important to manage 
receiving information and managing associated stress, especially from a wellbeing perspective.  
 
It is noted that a lot of students receive information relating to their course through group messaging. Some 
Universities have therefore used WhatsApp as a platform whereby students subscribe to the University 
WhatsApp number. However, an issue raised regarding this is that students can change their phone 
numbers regularly, this is especially an issue for using a mobile platform to communicate with Alumni. 
Technology is changing so rapidly by the time you start using it as a platform you have to then change it, 
update it or something better is released, therefore it can difficult to keep up with it. Because of this some 
Universities such as Middlesex have hired students and graduates in to their teams to add on the ground 
knowledge of how best to use communication platforms.  

 
6.  CityNav  

 
The committee were provided a presentation on the MapsIndoors project by Karima El-Haddad. City spans 
many sights and buildings and there are a lot of refurbishment or construction works, often leading to 
buildings being closed which can cause issues for students and visitors navigating around. CityNav app will 
be available to download – a demonstration was provided. The app is still in development but shows you 
can set your location, search for rooms or buildings and navigate your way through the buildings – the app 
guides the user by directing them on each floor, down/ upstairs and to the room. It can be populated with 
points of interest such as security, the health center, computer suites, there are considerable possibilities 
for this area of the app especially in regards to including events. At the moment points of interests have 
been taken from floor plans such as water fountains but these do not just need to be areas they can also be 
events. Information such as website or further details can be added to the points of interest including 
events to provide the user a richer experience when navigating campus. There is currently a broad use for 
the app including open days. There is scope to expand on the app further to include library maps (down to 
bookshelf level) and available computers in an area. Currently the app is a few weeks off launching.  
 
It was asked whether the app will take into account access requirements for example; if a lift is not working. 
The app does have the option to re-route people through CSM which the Facilities department could be 
trained on to allow for this. It also has the potential to incorporate transport issues such as tube strikes, 
though currently this is in basic form. There is a message function and it can be discussed whether the push 
message function should be enabled.   

 
At the beginning of the term it is highlighted that asking for directions and helping others can enable a sense 
of community and aid interaction of new students, is it questioned whether this would be impacted by the 
app and discourage interaction. Rather than replacing Student Ambassadors at the start of the year this 
could free up their time and introduce a system or alter their role with an increase focus on engaging with 
students.  



 
 

 
It is highlighted that the app would need to ensure it does not prejudice specific events so that if an event 
does not exist on the CityNav app it is not being viewed as not existing. In developing the app there has 
been engagement with schools and teams to figure out who would be best to populate this system and 
content management, as any content would be front facing there is approval for CSM and what can be 
posted through the app. Overall the app relates well with the Student Communications project and has a lot 
of potential in its scope.  

 
7.  Segmentation Project 

The SU President gave a presentation on the Segmentation project. This can be used to target 
communications to specific students and optimize their student experience. The committee were provided 
an overview on the segments. This research has helped shape the Students’ Union strategic aims for this 
year and highlighted it would be beneficial to work with more department across City. Reviewing the 
student community it has been emphasized that there are many smaller community groups within City such 
as sporting communities rather than one giant community, therefore the SU have identified the importance 
of supporting these smaller communities. They have supported Sport with the organizing of the first Varsity 
which can develop City pride and showcase sport to engage students within these specific smaller 
communities.  
 
The segmentation project is useful and to fully utilize the results it would be useful to know what other 
Universities have researched and the outcomes so City can fully incorporate the research into future 
strategies and plans. It was noted there is value in the data itself, especially the school breakdowns, to help 
tailor communications so that we ensure relevant information is communicated with the most appropriate 
segments of the student population. City can refer to Redbrick or other Universities to gain insight into how 
results have been used by others.  
 
Action: To ask Redbrick how other Universities have used the research or contact other Universities 
conducting similar projects to establish how they engage with their results. 

8.  Commuter Students 

 
The SU President presented initiates to tackle engagement with students who commute to City.  Four 
different areas have been pinpointed (North, South, East and West London) where it would be most 
appropriate to hold events so students in these areas can meet each other. The areas were selected based 
on the largest amounts of students clustered in the specific areas but the aim is to grow the initiative to 
include other areas. Encouraged students to sign up at fresher week and created a mailing list to organize 
the first one. At the first information events there were around 40 students. An important consideration 
was to ensure it was as inclusive as possible for example ensuring it was physically accessible to everyone 
and there was a no drinking option. There has been quite a lot of interest from students and scope for this 
to grow. The idea is to have area champions who know the area well and can engage with the group from 
that area.  

 
Action – Committee members were interested in the map of student population, to circulate the map.  

9.  Survey Results 

Megan Butler and Shereen Sally led on the discussion of Survey Results. It was highlighted there are not 
many questions in the National Student Survey (NSS) focusing on community, however to combat this NSS 
are including two questions from next year.  
 
Reviewing the Your Voice survey results the lowest scoring questions relating to University life were 
satisfaction with catering facilities and the highest scoring was related to accessing information needed. In 
relation to the Students’ Union the highest scoring related to their organized events and the lowest score 
related to the Union Support Service. Relating to the City Community it was commented by students they 
would like more societies and events by SU and departments, there is also a lack of community feeling and 



 
 

social spaces. 
 

It is commented that although the Your Voice 1 and 2 response rates look quite low it is actually a good 
response rate for an internal survey, NSS has the existing momentum to engage with students and this is 
what we are trying to create with Your Voice 1 and 2. It is still a substantial amount of data and therefore 
will be reviewed seriously.  If there is a certain area any of the committee want to examine further they can 
contact Megan Butler. 
 
There is discussion around catering and the pricing, it is felt this is important to feedback to catering. The SU 
are planning on putting out a short survey to students focusing on catering which will include the quality 
and price of food, the caterers will have input so they can incorporate this feedback into practice. If any 
committee members have any questions they are invited to email Yusuf Ahmad.  
 

10.  Update on other Priorities  

Direction for Sport will now periodically report into City Communities hub, as it had a focus on community. 
Going forward this will be a standing item on the agenda.  
 
Bill Thompson provides a verbal update and presentation on Sport’s new focus and direction. Currently 13% 
of students are actively engaged in sport, the new focus is on the students not currently engaged and 
bringing the student population together to have pride in City. Therefore have created the Direction for 
Sport which aims to embed sport, physical activity and wellness into City. There are 4 main events which 
promote this;  

Sports leaders breakfast events – 20 students met with the President and heads of service/ 
department with the aim to encourage staff to work with sport and discuss how this can work.  
Sports mascot launch – launches in January, to instill confidence and sense of belonging the new 
mascot has been chosen as a wolf, therefore encouraging people to be involved in the community 
and the ‘wolf pack’. 
Varsity – Signed a 3 year Varsity serious with Kingston University. This will involve 13 matched over 
2 days. The main concern with Varsity at the moment is how to transport students to north London 
to watch the sports, there is a worry that students may not attend to support if they have to make 
their own way there.  
Sports Awards Dinner – end of year events at Emirates stadium which celebrates student 
achievement. It is not just aimed at those who participate in competitive sport as this year there 
will also be a collaboration prize (for example for work supported by a School or department) 
 

It is highlighted that this committee could take forward proposals relating to Varsity and transport issues for 
funding as a project.  
 
Action - Sport to put together a proposal of the needs for Varsity and circulate to members. To circulate 
end of November. *(please see update in action log) 
 

11.  Graduate School Library  

Verbal update on the closure of the graduate school library recently therefore postgraduate students do not 
have their own study space for this year. This is being looked into to create suitable alternatives and a 
solution to this issue is moving forward. This was the graduate community space and is important to keep 
these spaces for student groups. 
 

12.  AOB  

Nothing further to raise. 
  

13.  Future meetings  



 
 

Next meeting currently scheduled for Monday 21st November – the committee are asked whether this 
should be cancelled due to the close proximity of committees and the next committee would therefore be 
Monday 16th January. 
 
As there was not consensus on not holding a meeting this term the next meeting has been scheduled for 6th 
December. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
City Communities Sub-Committee: Actions and Matters Arising 
 

No. Date Agenda 
Item 

Item Title Action Required Member 
to Action 

Action Due Action 
Status 

Comments/ Update 

1.  14/03/16 7 Analysis of 
Student 
Spaces 

School Reps to feedback to the 
group about use of space within 
their areas 

School 
Reps  

Future 
meeting 

Open 06.12.16: Update to be provided at 
future meeting.  

2.  13/06/16 5 Student 
Commuters 

Report from student engagement 
site visit to be circulated 

 
Secretary  

By next 
meeting 

Open 31.10.16: Report still unavailable, 
update to be provided at future 
meeting.  

3.  31/10/16 7 Segmentation 
Project 

To ask Redbrick how other 
Universities have used the 
research or contact other 
Universities conducting similar 
projects to establish how they 
engage with their results. 

SS/ SU  
President 

By next 
meeting 

Open  

4.  31/10/16 8 Commuter 
Students 

Committee members were 
interested in the map of student 
population, to circulate the map. 

SU 
President 

By next 
meeting 

Open  

5.  31/10/16 10 Update on 
other 
priorities 

Sport to put together a proposal 
of the needs for Varsity and 
circulate to members. To 
circulate end of November. 
 

BT End of 
November 

Closed 06.12.16: After further discussion this 
is not needed as is specific to SU 
budget or Sport 

 
 


